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Project Potentia - Written Report

Section 1 : Overview

A. Our Beneficiary

B. Area of Concern

The Prevalence of Addiction

3,524 drug abusers were arrested in 2020, the highest in six years, according to the Central

Narcotics Bureau. In addition, according to the Institute of Mental health, 170 patients were

admitted for behavioural addictions, including gaming, between 2015 and 2017. This shows that

addictions are prevalent in our society and it is a growing issue.

The Stigma Surrounding Addiction

A study by Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health found that people are more likely

to have negative attitudes towards those with drug addiction than those with mental illness. Our

Needs Analysis reflects this, as many respondents felt people with addictions were unpleasant,

dangerous or emotionally unstable.
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C.  Underlying Problem

People with addictions face societal stigma resulting in self-esteem issues. How might we

improve the self esteem of these people with addictions so that they can become active members

of society such that their relapse rate decreases in the future?

D. Plan of Action

Due to COVID-19, we reformulated our approach which can be split into:

1. Destigmatisation of recovering addicts through social media and interaction sessions

a. Through our instagram page, we hope to clarify common misconceptions about

recovering addicts and through the talk, raise awareness and provide means for

interaction

b. Through human library sessions, we hope to reduce negative perceptions towards

people with addictions

2. Creating resources to empower the beneficiaries
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a. Through the first aid class, we hope to raise their self-value by enabling them to

play a more active role as civilians

b. With Malay lessons, we hope to provide them with the means to interact and

enable the formation of a strong support network which doubles as a safety net.

3. Activities they could pick up as hobbies

a. Through board game sessions, we hope to help the beneficiary keep their minds

off their addictions, especially as many are home alone

4. Interaction sessions

a. Online interactive games like gartic-phone which forge stronger bonds as we are

unable to head down to the centre
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Section 2 : Implementation of the plan

Actions and Outcomes to Date

Legend
● Red Words = Cancelled

● Black Words = Carried out

Date Activities

Phase 1 Setting Foundations

November 2020 ● Formation of CORE

● Brainstorming programs to tackle our underlying problem

January 2021 ● Established a connection with WeCare

● Finding a mentor

Phase 2 Brainstorming and Planning

February 2021 ● Going on-site to meet the staff and some beneficiaries

● Creation of Instagram page
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Phase 3 Execution of Action Plan

March 2021 ● Carried out beach cleanup

○ Provides an opportunity for the beneficiaries to contribute

to society, helping to boost their self esteem

○ Participants : 11

● Social Media publicity

○ Educate the public on common misconceptions of people

with addictions

○ Publicity for activities

April 2021 ● Planning for first aid

● Planning for calligraphy

● Planning for wall mural painting

● Planning for fortnightly activities

○ Gardening
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○ Baking

○ Board games

○ Sports

May 2021 ● Filming of first aid videos

○ The videos allow attendees to visualise procedures and

better understand how to perform them.

June 2021 ● Human library

○ Provide a platform for people with addictions to share

their experiences

○ Destigmatize them

○ Cancelled as WeCare felt the topic was too sensitive

● Sports sessions

○ Provides a platform for beneficiaries to destress and enjoy

the benefits of working out

○ Cancelled due to the heightened alert

● Board games

○ Provide means for meaningful interaction and the

beneficiaries could also learn a new hobby to stay

occupied

○ Cancelled due to lack of interest once the event moved

online due to heightened alert

● Online game session

○ Play online games to help us better connect with the

beneficiaries
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○ Cancelled as WeCARE was unable to coordinate the

events.

July 2021 ● Carried out first aid event

○ Participants learned basic first aid skills so they could

help others in the event of an emergency which boosts

self esteem as they can play a more active role in society

Participants : 5

● Carried out series of malay lessons

○ Participants could learn basic malay. They may use this

language to meet new people and converse with others to

find new friends.

Participants : 13 (All 3 sessions)

● Carried out assembly talk in Hwa Chong Institution

○ Raise awareness about the issue of addictions and inform

the student population of places where they can seek help.

Participants : 400+ (Aphelion)
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Section 3 : Project Outcomes

A. Accomplishments

Through learning new skills like first aid and malay, we have improved the beneficiaries self

esteem and through the beach cleanup they had an opportunity to give back to society. Our

WeCare beneficiaries have feedback that the activities have made them more confident of

themselves, while also mentioning that the activities were satisfying, meaningful and very

enriching. Our WeCare coordinator also said that “the activities had a positive impact” and that

after the activities “they talked a lot about it”. He also mentioned “They enjoyed it very much,

giving back to the community” and that “They want to do it again!” For our outreach, we have

7000 impressions made on our instagram, which has ~300 followers. We have conducted an

assembly talk in school with an estimated outreach of 450 students and teachers. These have

helped raise awareness regarding the issue of addiction.

Survey on Assembly talk:
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B. Reflections on Outcomes

We planned many activities that could have been carried out when the Covid restrictions were

relaxed but with the tightening of restriction measures in May, many large-scale activities

planned had to be scrapped or revised.
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Hence, we had to get creative and shift our activities online which was challenging as the

activities had to captivate our target audience and tackle the underlying problem simultaneously.

Despite this, we were rather fulfilled as we have managed to impact their lives despite our

inability to be present with them. We learned the importance of being flexible to ensure our

activities can go ahead while circumnavigating restrictions.

Ultimately, although our total interactions with the beneficiaries was limited, it was definitely

still a rewarding experience. Seeing how these people with addictions continued to live out their

lives with positivity, we understood that we should not judge someone based on their past and

that everyone deserves a second chance. Overall, we feel people should be more encompassing

and compassionate to those recovering from addictions so that we can create a more caring

community to facilitate their recovery.

Word count: 1000 words (Excluding References, Cover Page & Headers)
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